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About This Game

Estranged tells the story of a lone fisherman, whose ship is stranded on a mysterious island during a violent storm.

Explore the rich environments and meet the curious inhabitants of the island as you find a way back to the mainland. Face both
danger and intrigue in this perilous adventure, where you will soon find that not everything is as normal as it seems.

Features

Original Gameplay and Story - The game features around an hour of story driven gameplay. It includes a completely original
cast, with a carefully crafted script to bring the Estranged world to life.

Amazing Graphics - Estranged is built on the same engine Half-Life 2 runs, with some additional features. We have extended
the dynamic lighting system to allow us to illuminate our levels in a realistic manner, and have included effects such as film

grain and lens flare to help create the atmosphere for the game.

Original Soundtrack - The soundtrack was written especially for Estranged, and was designed alongside the game's levels. The
music matches gameplay, and helps to bring together the atmosphere in Estranged to bring the story to life.

Please note: This game uses some assets from Half-Life: 2. The two worlds are unrelated, and Estranged is not associated with the
Half-Life franchise or Valve Corporation.
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A standalone Source engine game, Estranged: Act I attempts to create a unique storyline with breathtaking details. Originally a
mod for Half-Life 2: Episode Two, Estranged has finally been released onto Steam as a standalone game, so you don't need any
other games in order to play it. The game even adds assets from games such as Counter-Strike: Source and Counter-Strike:
Global Offensive showing that the team really went out of their way to make this masterpiece. So far, I am enjoying Act II's
public alpha, however I wish that Act II still used the Source Engine, but unfortunately it had hindered development too much....
Estranged is a fantastic Half Life 2 mod that tells a story, but also has some great gameplay. Now that Part 2 is going to be on
steam, there isn't a better time to try it out!. Needs alot of work, but if this turns into a full fledged game, i wouldnt mind it at
all.. Fun game, well worth the time spent and its free, so can't go wrong there. Pretty easy puzzles, considering they only involve
figuring out one step.. just a bunch of purple textures. act 111111111111. I've completed this twice. I love the enviroment, and
some parts are very cinematic in my opinion. It's a very fun game and I definitely recommend it. Im honestly suprised that the
dev isnt charging for this. For those wondering about act II, the alpha can be found online.. It's a decent game, especially since
it's free. It's not something that'll last very long, but overall, it wouldn't hurt to try it out.
The story is quite enjoyable to follow, and the puzzles are fun to solve.
Note: Act II is still in development, so theres that to look forward to. The developers website currently has an ALPHA version
released. (I'm still waiting for it's completion since the release of Act I...)
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A really good mod, definetly exceeded my expectations, the ending to act 1 was dissapointing for me but otherwise an amzing
experience and beautiful game.. A great game. Scared me a few times and the story was great. Download this game. What do
you have to lose? its free!. Incredible! Just incredible! The voice acting, model work, sound design, atmosphere, and combat
were all amazing! Hope act 2 doesnt take as long as episode 3..... game is good. Estranged is a Half-Life 2: Episode 2 mod that
also ports content fom CSS and CSGO into it, I like the effort and how much thought was put into this mod but there are a few
flaws with it, mostly visual flaws that nearly hindered the progress of my game on my second playthough.

This game has easy to earn achievements so, I like that, I think that is pretty nice.

This is the 10th game that I got 100 % on so, congrats Estranged, you did it.

One thing I want is a sequel.. One of the best half-life mod i've played so far but I wonder
if there's another episode of this game since the story of this
game looks pretty intesting.
Then again keep up the good work=D. One of the best Free to play game out there !
This game allows you to have fun while getting scared, its the story of a lone fishermen surviving after his boat crashed and ends
up in a place full of zombies etc

- this gave me almost 6 mini heart-attacks as of now

 pros
- Free to play
- really nice story
- good visuals
- nice puzzles
- good characters
- less bugs\/glitches

 Cons
- there is no Estranged:Act II

That's all folks, enjoy the game. loved it! need act 2 now!

The game will be released on April 10, 1pm PDT (that's April 10, 20:00 UTC):
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Hello everyone!
The long-awaited release that was scheduled for April 9 had to be delayed again, for a day! All because I got confused about
timezones.
The game will be released on April 10, 1pm PDT (that's April 10, 20:00 UTC). TheWorld ArchMMO 2 The Forestale May 15,
the birthday of the game developer:
May 15, the birthday of the game developer, you can buy the game at a discount :). The first player to make a screenshot of
the right button combination on the shop level will receive 20 Steam keys for the game and my thanks!:

Hello, players!. Linux and Mac versions coming soon!:
Linux and Mac versions coming soon!
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